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Flooded the Emilia-Romagna region Italy (371)
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: la strada del Gesso a Fontanelice franata e impraticabile Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides and mudslides Santerno valley in the photo the Gesso road in Fontanelice landslide and impassable Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: frane sulla strade Montanara a Castel del Rio una ruspa cerca di liberare la strada dai detriti Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides Santerno valley in the photo landslides on the Montanara road in Castel del Rio a bulldozer tries to clear the road of debris Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: frane sulla strade Montanara a Castel del Rio una ruspa cerca di liberare la strada dai detriti Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides Santerno valley in the photo landslides on the Montanara road in Castel del Rio a bulldozer tries to clear the road of debris Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: un mezzo di soccorso dei vigili del fuoco sulla strada del Gesso a Fontanelice franata e impraticabile Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides and mudslides Santerno valley in the photo a rescue vehicle of the fire brigade on the Gesso road in Fontanelice landslide and impassable Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: gli stivali infangati dei vigili del fuoco sulla strada del Gesso a Fontanelice impraticabile Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides and mudslides Santerno valley in the photo muddy boots of firefighters on the Gesso road in Fontanelice impassable Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: sulla strada del Gesso a Fontanelice una ruspa cerca di liberare la strada dai detriti Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides and landslides Santerno valley in the photo on the Gesso road in Fontanelice a bulldozer tries to clear the road of debris Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: una frana all ingresso del cimitero Castel Del Rio Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides Santerno valley in the photo a landslide at the entrance of the cemetery Castel Del Rio Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: frane sulla strade Montanara a Castel del Rio Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides Santerno valley in the photo landslides on the Montanara road in Castel del Rio Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: sulla strada del Gesso a Fontanelice una ruspa cerca di liberare la strada dai detriti Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides and landslides Santerno valley in the photo on the Gesso road in Fontanelice a bulldozer tries to clear the road of debris Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: i vigile del fuoco osservano alcune piante che ostruiscono il passaggio della strada del Gesso a Fontanelice Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna flood damage landslides and mudslides Santerno valley in the photo firefighters observe some plants obstructing the passage of the Gesso road in Fontanelice Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18/05/2023 Maltempo in Emilia Romagna i danni causati dall alluvione frane e smottamenti vallata del Santerno nella foto: un mezzo di soccorso dei vigili del fuoco sulla strada del Gesso a Fontanelice franata e impraticabile Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Emilia Romagna 18 05 2023 Bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage caused by the flood landslides and mudslides Santerno valley in the photo a rescue vehicle of the fire brigade on the Gesso road in Fontanelice landslide and impassable Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto lavori di rimozione di grossi tronchi che bloccano il flusso dell acqua del fiume bidente sotto le arcate del ponte -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo work to remove large logs blocking the flow of water from the bidente river under the arches of the bridge Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto una frana vicino ad alcune case dopo le piogge violente dei giorni scorsi -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo a landslide near some houses after the violent rains of recent days Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto sun uomo della protezione civile cammina per strade ricoperte di fango -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo sun civil defense man walks through streets covered with mud Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto strade ricoperte di fango -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo roads covered with mud Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto strade ricoperte di fango -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo roads covered with mud Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la comnta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto il fronte di. una frana - smottamento -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the comnta of damage the next day in the photo the front of a landslide landslide Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto il taglio di un tronco di un albero caduto -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo the cutting of a trunk of a fallen tree Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto materiale franato accanto ad una casa -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo material landslide next to a house Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto tronchi e rami bloccati nei pliastri di un ponte sul fiume bidente -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo trunks and branches stuck in the pliasts of a bridge over the river bidente Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto tronchi e rami bloccati nei pliastri di un ponte sul fiume bidente -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo trunks and branches stuck in the pliasts of a bridge over the river bidente Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto pulizia di una strada dal fango -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo cleaning a road from the mud Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto una famiglia osserva la propria abitazione con il piano terra raggiunto dal fango -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo a family looks at their home with the ground floor reached by mud Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 18/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna - la conta dei danni il giorno dopo nella foto un uomo della protezione civile indica uno smottamento vicino ad una casa -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 18 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna the damage count the next day in the photo a civil defense man indicates a landslide near a house Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18/05/2023 Maltempo e alluvione in Emilia Romagna nella foto alcune persone sfollate e messe in salvo dai vigili del fuoco - fatte atterrare nel campo sportivo - in conseguenza dei danni causati dall alluvuone alle loro case ormai non piu sicure Italy Photo Press World Copyright *** Photo IPP Damiano Fiorentini Fontanelice 18 05 2023 Bad weather and flooding in Emilia Romagna in the photo some people displaced and rescued by firefighters landed in the sports field as a result of the damage caused by the flood to their homes now no longer safe Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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A man walks his dog in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, Italy, Wednesday, May 17, 2023. Exceptional rains Wednesday in a drought-struck region of northern Italy swelled rivers over their banks, killing at least eight people, forcing the evacuation of thousands and prompting officials to warn that Italy needs a national plan to combat climate change-induced flooding. (AP Photo/Luca Bruno)
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A boy rides through a flooded street in the village of Castel Bolognese, Italy, Wednesday, May 17, 2023. Exceptional rains Wednesday in a drought-struck region of northern Italy swelled rivers over their banks, killing at least eight people, forcing the evacuation of thousands and prompting officials to warn that Italy needs a national plan to combat climate change-induced flooding. (AP Photo/Luca Bruno)
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A man walks his dog through a flooded street in the village of Castel Bolognese, Italy, Wednesday, May 17, 2023. Exceptional rains Wednesday in a drought-struck region of northern Italy swelled rivers over their banks, killing at least eight people, forcing the evacuation of thousands and prompting officials to warn that Italy needs a national plan to combat climate change-induced flooding. (AP Photo/Luca Bruno)
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Cars are partially submerged along a flooded street in the village of Castel Bolognese, Italy, Wednesday, May 17, 2023. Exceptional rains Wednesday in a drought-struck region of northern Italy swelled rivers over their banks, killing at least eight people, forcing the evacuation of thousands and prompting officials to warn that Italy needs a national plan to combat climate change-induced flooding. (AP Photo/Luca Bruno)
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Firefighters rescue an elderly man in the flooded village of Castel Bolognese, Italy, Wednesday, May 17, 2023. Exceptional rains Wednesday in a drought-struck region of northern Italy swelled rivers over their banks, killing at least eight people, forcing the evacuation of thousands and prompting officials to warn that Italy needs a national plan to combat climate change-induced flooding. (AP Photo/Luca Bruno)
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FILE - Rescuers checks buildings in the flooded village of Castel Bolognese, Italy, May 17, 2023. The floods that sent rivers of mud tearing through towns in Italy’s northeast are another soggy dose of climate change's all-or-nothing weather extremes, something that has been happening around the globe, scientists say. (AP Photo/Luca Bruno, File)
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FILE - A man walks in a flooded street in the village of Castel Bolognese, Italy, May 17, 2023. The floods that sent rivers of mud tearing through towns in Italy’s northeast are another soggy dose of climate change's all-or-nothing weather extremes, something that has been happening around the globe, scientists say. (AP Photo/Luca Bruno, File)
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This photo taken and issued as a handout on May 17, 2023, by the Vigili del Fuoco, the Italian Corps of Firefighters, shows firefighters on a dinghy looking for potential people in distress in a flooded street in Faenza, Emilia-Romagna region. Heavy rains have caused major floodings in central Italy, where trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out. The death toll rose to five on May 17, the Forli-Cesena police prefecture said. (Photo by Handout / Vigili del Fuoco / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / VIGILI DEL FUOCO / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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Speleological alpine rescuers search for missing persons in a flooded area near a supermarket in Cesena on May 17, 2023. Heavy rains have caused major floodings in central Italy, where trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out. Five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region, a local official said. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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A speleological alpine rescuer looks in a car for missing persons near a supermarket in a flooded area in Cesena on May 17, 2023. Heavy rains have caused major floodings in central Italy, where trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out. Five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region, a local official said. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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Pedestrians walk in a flooded street of the San Rocco district of Cesena on May 17, 2023. Heavy rains have caused major floodings in central Italy, where trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out. Five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region, a local official said. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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A flooded street is pictured in Cesena on May 17, 2023 after heavy rains caused major floodings in central Italy. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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A general view shows a street flooded by the river Savio in the Ponte Vecchio district of Cesena, central eastern Italy, on May 17, 2023. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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Volunteer firefighters ride their dinghy across a street flooded by the river Savio in the Ponte Vecchio district of Cesena, central eastern Italy, on May 17, 2023. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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A general view shows a street flooded by the river Savio in the Ponte Vecchio district of Cesena, central eastern Italy, on May 17, 2023. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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A general view shows vans and cars on a flooded supermarket parking lot, caused by the flooding of the river Savio in the Ponte Vecchio district of Cesena, central eastern Italy, on May 17, 2023. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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A resident walks across a street flooded by the river Savio in the Ponte Vecchio district of Cesena, central eastern Italy, on May 17, 2023. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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Volunteer firefighters ride their dinghy across a street flooded by the river Savio in the Ponte Vecchio district of Cesena, central eastern Italy, on May 17, 2023. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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A general view shows a dinghy of the volunteer firefighters on street flooded by the river Savio in the Ponte Vecchio district of Cesena, central eastern Italy, on May 17, 2023. Trains were stopped and schools were closed in many towns while people were asked to leave the ground floors of their homes and to avoid going out, and five people have died after the floodings across Italy's northern Emilia Romagna region. (Photo by Alessandro SERRANO / AFP)
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A pedestrian walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of vehicles caught in a flood in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of vehicles caught in a flood in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a vehicle caught in a flood in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Pedestrians walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Pedestrians walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A citizen walks as she holds her dog in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Pedestrians walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A pedestrian walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A pedestrian walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Pedestrians walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Pedestrians walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A pedestrian walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a vehicle caught in a flood in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A view of a flooded street as a biker passes by in Castel Bolognese, near Imola, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A military personnel looks inside a building as flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Military personnel help a family to evacuate with a tractor as flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Firefighters help a woman to evacuate in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A woman sweeps the entrance door of her apartment after flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A paper boat is seen floating in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A fire fighter passes a briefcase during an evacuation as flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A man walks past a military personnel in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Firefighters help a woman to evacuate in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A citizen carries bottles of water after flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Pedestrians walk in a flooded street after flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A man sweeps his house door after flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A pedestrian walk in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: A firefighter helps a woman to evacuate in a flooded street in Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Firefighters and military personnel help a senior citizen to evacuate as flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CASTEL BOLOGNESE, ITALY - MAY 17: Firefighters bring technicians on a boat after flood hits Castel Bolognese, Emilia-Romagna, Italy on May 17, 2023. At least three people were killed and thousands of others displaced after torrential rains poured over the northern Italian region of Emilia Romagna, local authorities said on Wednesday. Piero Cruciatti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Dramatische Szenen am Dienstag auf der A 14 zwischen zwischen Faenza und Froli. Die Autobahn ist auf ein Stück von einem Kilometer meterhoch überflutet. Zahlreiche Autofahrer steckten in den Fluten fest. Sie wurden u.a. vom Militär gerettet. Einige Fahrzeuge hat es regelrecht von der Autobahn gespült. Eine Vollsperrung war die Folge mit enormen Auswirkungen. Auch die Nebenstrecken waren überflutet. Man kam quasi nicht mehr voran. Auf den Nebenstrecken mussten Autofahrer ebenfalls mit überfluteten Straßen kämpfen. Autos schwimmen noch immer an manchen Stellen. Drohnenaufnahmen zeigen das gigantische Ausmaß. A 14 bei Faenza Emilia-Romagna Italien *** Dramatic scenes on Tuesday on the A 14 between Faenza and Froli The highway is floo
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Dramatische Szenen am Dienstag auf der A 14 zwischen zwischen Faenza und Froli. Die Autobahn ist auf ein Stück von einem Kilometer meterhoch überflutet. Zahlreiche Autofahrer steckten in den Fluten fest. Sie wurden u.a. vom Militär gerettet. Einige Fahrzeuge hat es regelrecht von der Autobahn gespült. Eine Vollsperrung war die Folge mit enormen Auswirkungen. Auch die Nebenstrecken waren überflutet. Man kam quasi nicht mehr voran. Auf den Nebenstrecken mussten Autofahrer ebenfalls mit überfluteten Straßen kämpfen. Autos schwimmen noch immer an manchen Stellen. Drohnenaufnahmen zeigen das gigantische Ausmaß. A 14 bei Faenza Emilia-Romagna Italien *** Dramatic scenes on Tuesday on the A 14 between Faenza and Froli The highway is floo
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Dramatische Szenen am Dienstag auf der A 14 zwischen zwischen Faenza und Froli. Die Autobahn ist auf ein Stück von einem Kilometer meterhoch überflutet. Zahlreiche Autofahrer steckten in den Fluten fest. Sie wurden u.a. vom Militär gerettet. Einige Fahrzeuge hat es regelrecht von der Autobahn gespült. Eine Vollsperrung war die Folge mit enormen Auswirkungen. Auch die Nebenstrecken waren überflutet. Man kam quasi nicht mehr voran. Auf den Nebenstrecken mussten Autofahrer ebenfalls mit überfluteten Straßen kämpfen. Autos schwimmen noch immer an manchen Stellen. Drohnenaufnahmen zeigen das gigantische Ausmaß. A 14 bei Faenza Emilia-Romagna Italien *** Dramatic scenes on Tuesday on the A 14 between Faenza and Froli The highway is floo
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto un uomo della protezione civile osserva il fiume Bidente in piena -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo a civil defense man observes the Bidente river in flood Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto un uomo della protezione civile osserva il fiume Bidente in piena -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo a civil defense man observes the Bidente river in flood Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il segnale di pericolo di piene improvvise sta per essere portato via dalla corrente del fiume bidente -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain the rivers of Romagna are flooding in the photo the flash flood warning sign is about to be carried away by the current of the river bidente Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto un ponte sul fiume Bidente in piena -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo a bridge over the Bidente river in flood Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto un ponte sul fiume Bidente in piena -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo a bridge over the Bidente river in flood Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il fiume Bidente in piena -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo the Bidente river in flood Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il fiume Bidente in piena -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo the Bidente river in flood Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il fiume Bidente in piena -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo the Bidente river in flood Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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News Bilder des Tages Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il segnale di pericolo di piene improvvise sta per essere portato via dalla corrente del fiume bidente -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain the rivers of Romagna are flooding in the photo the flash flood warning sign is about to be carried away by the current of the river bidente Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il fiume Bidente esondato -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain the rivers of Romagna are flooding in the photo the Bidente river overflowed Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il fiume Bidente esondato ha costretto alla chiusura di alcune strade -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo the Bidente river overflowed forced the closure of some roads Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto un cartella avvisa di possibile piene improvvise del fiume Bidente -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain Romagna rivers are flooding in the photo a folder warns of possible flash flooding of the Bidente River Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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Foto IPP/Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli-Cesena 16/05/2023 maltempo in Emilia-Romagna, pioggia incessante i fiumi della Romagna sono in piena. nella foto il fiume Bidente esondato -Italy Photo Press World Copyright- *** Photo IPP Albano Venturini Cusercoli Forli Cesena 16 05 2023 bad weather in Emilia Romagna, incessant rain the rivers of Romagna are flooding in the photo the Bidente river overflowed Italy Photo Press World Copyright PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxITAxFIN 0
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni comforting an elderly resident while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni (R) embracing a volunteer while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni (C) talking with residents while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni (C-R) meeting wioth volunteers while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni (2ndL) touring a flooded home while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni (C-L) talking with a volunteer while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni (R) shake hand with a resident while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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This photo taken and issued as a handout by the Palazzo Chigi press office of Italy's prime minister on May 21, 2023 shows Italy's Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni embrace a volunteer while visiting the town of Faenza after deadly floodwaters hit the Emilia-Romagna region. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni donned wellington boots and visited flooded homes in northeast Italy Sunday, after returning early from the G7 summit in Japan following floods which left 14 people dead. (Photo by Handout / Palazzo Chigi press office / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / PALAZZO CHIGI PRESS OFFICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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